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Abstract— In public cloud storage system protecting the data 

and controlling the data access is a challenging issue. Cipher 

text Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) has been 

adopted as a promising technique to provide flexible, fine-

grained and secure data access control for cloud storage with 

honest-but-curious cloud servers. However numerous works 

have been proposed using CP-ABE scheme, in which the 

single attribute authority must execute the time-consuming 

user legitimacy verification and secret key distribution and 

hence it results in a single-point performance bottleneck 

when a CP-ABE scheme is adopted in a large-scale cloud 

storage system. Clients may be stuck in the waiting line for a 

long stretch to get their mystery keys, which results in low-

efficiency of the framework. Even though the multi authority 

access control plans have been proposed, these plans still 

cannot conquer the disadvantages of single-point bottleneck 

and low efficiency; because of the way that each of the 

authority still autonomously deals with a disjoint 

characteristic set. In order to overcome this disadvantage, 

there has been proposed a novel heterogeneous framework to 

remove the problem of single point performance bottleneck 

and provide a more efficient access control scheme with an 

auditing mechanism. This framework employs multiple 

attribute authorities to share the load of user legitimacy 

verification. Meanwhile, in this scheme, a CA (Central 

Authority) is introduced to generate secret keys for 

legitimacy verified users and each of the authorities in this 

scheme manages the whole attribute set individually. This 

system makes performance improvement in key generation 

and also guarantees security requirement. Still there are some 

security loopholes in this system such as there is no protocol 

to verify owner and if the owner is compromised then he/she 

may put wrong data or information in the data server and 

users may get wrong data. There is no way to know who has 

used the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has drawn extensive attentions from both 

academic and industry to satisfy the requirement of data 

storage and high performance computations. Cloud storage is 

an important service of cloud computing which provides 

services for data owners to outsource data to store in cloud 

via Internet. Benefits of using cloud storage include greater 

accessibility, higher reliability, rapid deployment and 

stronger protection, to name just a few. Despite the mentioned 

benefits, this paradigm also brings forth new challenges on 

data access control, which is a critical issue to ensure data 

security. Since cloud storage is operated by cloud service 

providers, who are usually outside the trusted domain of data 

owners, the traditional access control methods in the 

Client/Server model are not suitable in cloud storage 

environment. Cloud computing has drawn extensive 

attentions from both academic and industry to satisfy the 

requirement of data storage and high performance 

computations [1]. Cloud storage is an important service of 

cloud computing which provides services for data owners to 

outsource data to store in cloud via Internet. Benefits of using 

cloud storage include greater accessibility, higher reliability, 

rapid deployment and stronger protection, to name just a few. 

Despite the mentioned benefits, this paradigm also brings 

forth new challenges on data access control, which is a critical 

issue to ensure data security. Since cloud storage is operated 

by cloud service providers, who are usually outside the 

trusted domain of data owners, the traditional access control 

methods in the Client/Server model are not suitable in cloud 

storage environment. The data access control in cloud storage 

environment has thus become a challenging issue The data 

access control in cloud storage environment has thus become 

a challenging issue. To address the issue of data access 

control in cloud storage, there have been quite a few schemes 

proposed, among which Cipher text Policy Attribute-Based 

Encryption (CP-ABE) is regarded as one of the most 

promising techniques [10]. 

A straightforward idea to remove the single-point 

bottleneck is to allow multiple authorities to jointly manage 

the universal attribute set, in such a way that each of them is 

able to distribute secret keys to users independently. There 

has been proposed a novel access control heterogeneous 

framework to address the low efficiency and single-point 

performance bottleneck for public cloud storage [5]. It 

proposes a robust and efficient heterogeneous framework 

with single CA (Central Authority) and multiple AAs 

(Attribute Authorities) for public cloud storage. The heavy 

load of user legitimacy verification is shared by multiple 

AAs, each of which manages the universal attribute set and is 

able to independently complete the user legitimacy 

verification, while CA is only responsible for computational 

tasks which generate secret keys for legitimacy verified users. 

To enhance security, an auditing mechanism is employed to 

detect which AA (Attribute Authority) has incorrectly or 

maliciously performed the legitimacy verification procedure. 

Along with this auditing mechanism in our work we will be 

adding a protocol to verify owner and his/her file to be 

uploaded. We will also maintain a log to know about who has 

accessed the data .We will also propose to choose one among 

the AAs to act as CA instead of separate CA and will have an 

observer computer to trace if CA is working properly or not. 

If observer finds any discrepancy it will be generating a 

report. This will make the framework more secure and 

efficient.  

II. RELATED WORK 

To adopt Cipher text Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-

ABE) as a promising technique to provide flexible, fine 

grained and secure data access control for cloud storage with 

honest-but-curious cloud servers. 

To implement a system with multiple attribute 

authorities to share the load user legitimacy verification and 
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each of the authorities to manage the whole attribute set 

individually. 

To implement a system with CA (Central Authority) 

who should be chosen one among      the AAs, to generate 

secret keys for legitimacy verified users and the load of user 

verification is shared by multiple AAs. 

To implement a system with an observer system for 

CAs behavior and protocol to verify owner and his/her data 

to be uploaded to make the system secure and efficient. 

Data access control is a challenging issue in cloud 

storage. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-

ABE) is a potential cryptographic technique to address the 

above issue, which is able to enforce data access control 

based on user’s permanent characteristics. However, in some 

scenarios, access policies are associated with user’s 

temporary conditions (such as access time and location) as 

well as their permanent ones. CP-ABE cannot deal with such 

situations commendably. In this paper, we focus on the 

scenario where user’s access privilege is determined by their 

attributes, together with their locations. To cope with this data 

access control requirement, we propose a location-aware 

attribute-based access control mechanism (LABAC) for 

cloud. In LABAC, we uniquely integrate CP-ABE [7], [8].  

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To propose a novel heterogeneous framework which provides 

a secure, efficient and auditable access control with multiple 

attribute authorities for public cloud storage to remove the 

problem of single-point performance bottleneck and to 

provide more efficient and secure scheme by verifying owner 

and owners data, knowing about the user who access the data, 

choosing a CA among the AAs and with an observer for CAs 

behavior. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system model design involves six entities: a 

central authority (CA), multiple attribute authorities (AAs), 

many data owners (Owners), many data consumers (Users), 

and a cloud service provider with multiple cloud servers(here, 

its mentioned as cloud server),an Observer. A central 

authority is the administrator of the entire system. It helps in 

system construction. It generates unique ids for AAs and 

users after registration [8], [10]. It generates secrete keys on 

the basis of the received intermediate key associated with the 

users legitimate attributes for legitimacy verified users. It has 

capacity to trace which AA has maliciously verified a user. It 

is always online [10]. It will not collude with any entity to 

acquire data contents. The CA is chosen one among AAs. An 

observer is a system or a protocol in a system which monitors 

the CA for its behavior. It checks whether CA is doing 

anything else other than what it has claimed to do. If observer 

finds any discrepancy then it generates a report regarding it. 

Then the current CA will have to leave its position 

and become AA and a new CA will be chosen among AAs. 

The cloud server is always online and managed by the cloud 

provider[9, 10]. Usually, the cloud server and its provider are 

assumed to be honest-but-curious, which means that they will 

correctly execute the tasks assigned to them for profits, but 

they would try to find out as much secret information as 

possible based on data owners inputs and uploaded files. It 

provides public platform for data owners to store and share 

their encrypted data. The cloud server does not conduct data 

access control for owners. Encrypted data can be freely 

downloaded by any user. The Attribute Authorities (AAs) 

manage the whole attribute set individually so it can perform 

legitimacy verification of any user independently. AA 

verifies users legitimate attributes. It also generates 

intermediate key to assist CA to generate secret keys. It is 

assumed that AA can be compromised and cannot be fully 

trusted. Furthermore, since the user legitimacy verification is 

conducted by manual labor, mis-operation caused by 

carelessness may also happen. Thus, we need an auditing 

mechanism to trace an AAs misbehavior. Although a user can 

freely get any encrypted data from the cloud server, he/she 

cannot decrypt it unless the user has attributes satisfying the 

access policy embedded inside the data [2]. Data owner 

defines access policy about who can get access to each file. 

He/She encrypts the data with symmetric key algorithm and 

formulates the access policy over an attribute set and then 

encrypts the symmetric key under the policy according to the 

public keys obtained by CA. Data owner has access control 

on uploaded data. Data owner has to register so that its 

validity can be checked during registration. Data owner and 

data to be uploaded by owner will be verified before 

uploading. 

 
Fig. 2: Proposed System Architecture 
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V. CONCLUSION 

We are going to propose a new heterogeneous framework to 

eliminate the single point performance bottleneck and 

increase the efficiency of the existing CP-ABE schemes. By 

effectively reformulating CP-ABE cryptographic technique 

into this novel framework, the proposed scheme provides a 

fine-grained, robust and efficient access control with one-CA 

chosen among multi-AAs for public cloud storage. This 

scheme will employ multiple AAs to share the load of the 

time-consuming legitimacy verification and standby for 

serving new arrivals of users requests. We will propose an 

auditing method to trace an attribute authoritys potential 

misbehavior. This framework will introduce an observer to 

observe CAs behaviour and if there is any discrepancy found 

then report will be created and CA will be changed among 

AAs. We will also verify owner and owner’s data to be 

uploaded. We will have a log to know users of data. We will 

be conducting detailed security and performance analysis to 

verify that this scheme is secure and efficient. The security 

analysis will show that the scheme could effectively resist to 

individual and colluded malicious users, as well as the 

honest-but-curious cloud servers. 
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